“Their
management
of the cleaning
staff has been
first class”
Office Manager @ Wilstead Primary
School, Bedfordshire

CASE STUDY
Wilstead Primary School

Service Provided: Daily School Cleaning
“USING AZTEC ALLOWS US TO CONCENTRATE
ON OTHER BUSINESS”
Employing aZtec a year ago has removed what was becoming
a big worry, that we would not be able to provide a clean
environment for our students to learn in, and allows us to
concentrate on other business.
“AZTEC HAS EXCEEDED ALL OUR EXPECTATIONS”
We first investigated using a cleaning company vs our own
inhouse cleaning staff due to having problems trying to hire
staff. We of course approached several companies for advice
and a quotation, and prices were comparative across the
submissions received, but aZtec stood out. We valued the fact
that aZtec don’t tie us into a year’s contract, as we had no idea
if it would work. It has not only worked very well with aZtec
but has exceeded all our expectations.

That air of confidence has been carried through all my
interactions with aZtec staff.
After care has been great with both Amanda, Regional
Manager, and Russell, Area Supervisor, taking real care
and pride in the work of aZtec at our school. Never have
we been left without a cleaner and they also conduct
regular checks on how we feel the service is going and
listen to any queries we have and action them straight
away. Their management of the cleaning staff has been
first class.
We are lucky that the cleaners employed have settled in
very well; Although not directly employed by us, they are
part of our team and have integrated well. All in all, aZtec
are an efficient company with a passion for the work.
They have been a positive addition to Wilstead Primary
School.

“AFTERCARE HAS BEEN GREAT”
The Regional Sales Manager, Sonya, was knowledgeable and
straightforward at our first meeting.
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